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On 3 June 1991, I found the partially built nest of a pair of Warbling Vireos
(Vireo gilvus) while birding the Bluff Unit of the Santee National Wildlife
Refuge in southern Clarendon County, South Carolina. Hearing the characteris-
tic song of V. gilvus in the same flooded-field area in which the species had be
found during the past two summers (Carter et al. 1990, Chat 54:41). I located
the singing bird and observed it chasing and perching within centimeters of a
second non-singing Warbling Vireo. While the first bird sang continuously from
various trees, the second (presumably female) bird foraged for nest material,
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pulled insect or spider silk from twigs, and repeatedly made flights to the same
area of a Tupelo Gum (Nyssa aquatica). The two birds associated closely, with
the singing male frequently accompanying the other to the nest tree but without
carrying anything. Upon approaching the 7 m tall tree which stood in about 0.5
m of water, I located a partially built nest consisting of a complete ring or rim
in a twig fork near the end of a leafy branch within 0.5 m of the top of the tree.
The grayish-white nest rim and hanging tendrils appeared to be plant fibers and
insect silk.

On this same date and at the same location, I found 2 more singing male
Warbling Vireos across from the breeding pair in a long row of willows and
oaks bordering a cornfield at the edge of Lake Marion. The two birds were
heard singing simultaneously about 100 m apart. Neither of these individuals
was seen associated with a potential mate, although each bird acted strongly
territorial by flying towards me and singing directly in front of me in response
to tape playback of the bird's own song.

Figure 1. Warbling Vireo nest, Bluff Unit, Santee National Wildlife Refuge,
Clarendon County, South Carolina (photo by the author).

On 14 June, I briefly visited the nest area and observed the completed cup-
like nest from a distance of about 50 m (Figure 1), but I could not tell if it was
occupied. The male sang persistently nearby until a thunderstorm interfered
with further observation. On 21 June the nest was again observed from a dis-
tance, but no activity was apparent other than the presence of the singing male.
I surmised that the female was incubating at this time. The other two singing
males still held territories in the tree row across the field from the nesting pair.

On 4 July, I again waded out to observe the nest. The male vireo sang
throughout the observation period of about 1.5 h. The female visited the nest
every 3-5 min and was seen carrying crushed insects to the nest. When the fe-
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male landed in the nest tree, the young responded with loud, rasping calls. She
then flew to the nest and spent about 15-20 s per visit before flying away to
continue foraging. The male sang continuously, sometimes from the nest tree,
but was not observed feeding the young. When an Eastern Kingbird (Tyrannus
tyrannus) perched in the nest tree, the male Warbling Vireo exhibited aggres-
sive behavior by flying in, loudly scolding, and perching without moving within
centimeters of the kingbird until it left. However, the two species shared a
nearby tree without conflict.

On 15 July, I observed the nest which appeared to be empty for 10-15 min.
No vireos were seen in the immediate area, but there was a singing male at the
usual tree row location. A second vireo was heard directly across the road from
the nest location, but no fledglings were heard or seen. The young vireos prob-
ably left the nest within a day or two after 4 July. By mid-July they could have
been virtually independent and already dispersed from the nesting area.

The preceding account provides the first confirmed breeding record of
Warbling Vireo in South Carolina. Also, this account provides a new high
count for this species as at least 3 adult males, 1 adult female and a minimum
of two young were present during June-July 1991.
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